Transition Activities
Resources for Postsecondary Education

Focus Area Postsecondary Education

- YouTube on Disability Disclosure: NCWD-Youth Disability Disclosure

- Get Ready for College - virtual course for high school students interested in college may satisfy virtual credits toward a Virginia diploma, but is relevant for students with intellectual or developmental disabilities in any state.

- Research colleges and universities https://collegescorecard.ed.gov/ or through your own state’s college planning website.

- Think College

- Use these “tips”, while visiting colleges virtually: Campus Visit Tips - with online suggestions

- The College Application Process webinar resource from Think College

- Using Graphic Organizers to Teach One Step Word Problems

- Using Self-Regulated Strategy to Solve Multi-Step Math Problems

- Using Schema Based Instruction to Solve Multi-Step Math Problems

- Using a Graphic Organizer to Teach Science Vocabulary